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Safety of human lives and protection of the environment has never been of a more
current interest and as important as it is now. After a series of accidents with large
numbers of loss both in human lives and in capital, the maritime industry realised that
something had to be done. The International Maritime Organisation, IMO, drafted a Code
which became part of their flagship, the SOLAS Convention. In the beginning it was only
a recommendation but since the 1st of July 1998 it is mandatory for a large number of
vessels and by the year 2002 it will be mandatory to about 90 % of the maritime industry.
The ISM Code is thought to have a significant effect on the protection of lives and
environment. It requires all Governments to take the necessary steps to safeguard the
shipowner in the proper discharge of his responsibilities with regard to maritime safety
and the protection of the marine environment.
The ISM Code is also thought to have a significant effect on the shipowners
possibilities to limit his liability after a loss. Indeed it will under some of the limitation
conventions, but under others it is more questionable and will be up to the legal system to
determine. Yet, with all the transparency and available information it will be much harder
for the shipowners to hide behind the crew and blame them for the fault.
The ISM Code is also thought to have a significant effect on the shipowners
obligation to provide a seaworthy vessel. It will under all circumstances give the
authorities a much easier task when assessing in what condition the vessel was at the
commencement of the voyage. There are different requirements to provide a seaworthy
vessel. When there is an absolute obligation the vessel owner must show that the vessel
was in compliance with the ISM Code and it must be established that she was able to
encounter the ordinary perils of the particular voyage. When there is a requirement to
exercise due diligence to provide a seaworthy vessel, it has to be shown that the highest
standard of care was taken, the standard of a reasonable shipowner. With the due
diligence requirement it is small chances for a shipowner to claim that he did all he could
to make the vessel seaworthy before the commencement of the voyage if non-
conformities with the Safety Management System are also found.
3For a long time the P&I Clubs and the Insurance industry has been active and
prepared for the day when the ISM Code became mandatory. A majority of Clubs and
underwriters have made it a requirement that for a vessel to be indemnified he must be
compliant with the Code. A non-compliant shipowner is not welcomed in most P&I clubs
and underwriters will not sell insurance to him.
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In the world of shipping, a highly competitive trade, many incidents happen upon
the high seas and in harbours. Different types of damage and loss occur due to the
operation of a ship. Ships are badly maintained, cargo is poorly stowed, collisions happen
because of poor navigation systems etc. The immediate cause of damage can often be
traced to the master or the crew, i.e. to human error. When an incident occurs often
someone has been more or less negligent and becomes liable. He has to pay damages to
all those who have suffered loss or injury. Then it is not of great importance whether the
injured party can sue the master or the crew because the prospect of enforcing a potential
judgement is small. Naturally it is of greater interest whether the shipowner is liable. If
the master or the crew in the course of the employment commits a negligent act the
owner becomes automatically liable through the ‘vicarious’ liability. He is not only liable
for his own negligence, but also for his employees’ negligence. In order to establish
liability the plaintiff need not say or prove that the shipowner himself was negligent, but
simply that a contract of employment existed between the wrongdoer and the shipowner.
In many cases when found liable a shipowner need not necessarily compensate
fully those who have suffered. In general if he fulfils the requirements, he can limit his
liability.
One of the obligations a shipowner has is to provide a seaworthy vessel. This is
no duty to provide a perfect ship but merely to provide a ship, which is reasonably fit, for
the purpose. This can vary greatly depending on what the assignment for the ship is. But
there is a basic sound limit, which always has to be reached.
After a series of recent maritime tragedies that resulted in major loss of life’s and
material, the International Maritime Organisation, IMO, decided to try to prevent this
from happening in the future. A group of non-jurists sat down and came up with a code
which was introduced as the ‘International Safety Management Code’, the ISM Code.
The main focus is to get rid of human error in ship operations. The code, which is
incorporated into the 1974 Safety of life at Sea Convention (SOLAS), the flagship of
IMO, came into force on the 1st July 1998.
7The ISM Code is thought to have a significant impact on standards of
seaworthiness and on the possibilities for shipowners to limit their liability.
 3XUSRVH
The purpose with this thesis is to describe the ISM Code and to examine what
consequences it will have on the owners right to limit his liability, the obligation to
provide a seaworthy vessel and indemnity through insurance and P&I cover. This thesis
is part of the standard law programme at the University of Lund, Sweden.
During the 9th semester every student is required to write a master thesis.
 0HWKRG
By starting with a brief explanation of the ISM Code, the Limitation of Liability
conventions and Seaworthiness and then to match them together, I want to show the
reader the background material to understand a possible future scene with the ISM Code.
The ISM Code is a fresh international Code and to my knowledge it is not
mentioned in any books so the research has been somewhat different. I have primarily
studied articles in reviews and searched on the Internet for information. I have also read
books and reviewed my class notes from the maritime law class taught by professor
Huybrechts. To get specific information, I have been in contact with several persons
working with or in close connection to the ISM Code. I have also studied the
conventions, acts and other legal documents which are relevant to this work.
 %DFNJURXQG
 7KH,60&RGH
 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
The ISM Code is about a safety management system, SMS. The purpose of this
Code is to provide an international standard for the safe management and operation of
ships and for pollution prevention. Its intention is to provide a tool to check that
8‘documented’ procedures are in place for monitoring compliance with national and
international rules and regulations. It is, as expressed in the preamble, purposely written
in very general terms not focusing on specific issues: “5HFRJQLVLQJ WKDW QR WZR VKLSSLQJ
FRPSDQLHVRUVKLSRZQHUVDUH WKHVDPHDQGWKDWVKLSVRSHUDWHXQGHUDZLGHUDQJHRIGLIIHUHQW
FRQGLWLRQV”1 and “7KH &RGH LV H[SUHVVHG LQ EURDG WHUPV VR WKDW LW FDQ KDYH D ZLGHVSUHDG
DSSOLFDWLRQ”2 It will provide a standard so that everyone knows what is required of them
within the SMS and it will provide standards to ensure that those individuals are
“properly qualified, trained and experienced to carry out those tasks”.3 It will moreover
provide procedures “for reporting accidents and non-conformities4 within the system”5
and will provide procedures “for monitoring that what should be done is being done, by
way of internal audits and management reviews”.6 These are management procedures to
ensure the safest possible operation of ships and maximum attainable prevention of
marine pollution.
Perhaps it is easier to picture this if one has in mind the aviation industry. Before
every take off the pilots go meticulously through a detailed checklist of safety procedures
and functions to see that everything is perfectly in order. Also, after take off if there is
any indication that something is wrong, the main focus is immediately the safety of
passengers and plane. The pilots take no chances and try to land the plane. The flight
attendants brief the passengers on mandatory safety routines and where to find safety
appliances.  Furthermore, after the flight every defect, however small, has to be recorded
and attended. Everybody who works on an airline, everybody travelling with one takes
this for granted. Shouldn’t the shipowners and the sailors do that as well?
It is a fact that between 1980 and 1997, in eighteen years, 167 bulk carriers and
1352 lives were lost.7 It can also be added the maritime disasters “Herald of Free
Enterprise” in 1987, “Scandinavian Star” in 1990 and “Estonia” in 1994 took over 1200
lives. Human error plays a vital part in marine claims. It is said to account for around
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 Section 6.1 ISM Code.
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 A non-conformity is an observed situation where objective evidence indicates the non-fulfilment of a
specified requirement.
5
 Section 9.1 ISM Code.
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 Anderson, Captain Phil, The ISM Code and fire fighting equipment, I.J.O.S.L. 1998, p. 34.
965% of all major claims and out of these, up to 80% resulting from management failure
of one sort or another.8
“7KH,60&RGHFDQEHVHHQDVDQµXPEUHOOD¶&RGH,IDVKLSLVQRWFRPSOLDQWZLWK
DOODSSOLFDEOHSRUWVWDWHIODJQDWLRQDOLQWHUQDWLRQDOUXOHVDQGUHJXODWLRQVWKHQVKHLVQRW
FRPSOLDQWZLWKWKH,60&RGH”9
 +LVWRU\
In the late 1980s, a growing concern about poor management standards in the
shipping industry evolved. This lead to the IMO drafting10 guidelines on management for
the safe operation of ships and for pollution prevention to provide those responsible for
the operation of ships with a framework for the proper development, implementation and
assessment of safety and pollution prevention management in accordance with good
practice.11
In November 1991the guidelines were revised. In 1993 the ISM Code itself was
adopted as a recommendation and after several years of practical experience, was decided
to become mandatory. This was done by means of adding a new chapter IX to the 1974
SOLAS Convention.12 The Code itself is not actually included in the Convention, but is
made mandatory through a reference in Chapter IX.
The Chapter entered into force on 1 July 1998. It concerns 90 % of the world’s
fleet, with approximately 8000 shipowing and operating companies. It applies to all -
passenger ships, oil and chemical tankers, bulk carriers13, gas carriers and cargo high
speed craft – some 18700 ships of 500 gross tonnage and above14. To other cargo ships
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and mobile offshore drilling units, another 20700 ships of 500 gross tonnage and above, it
is required to comply no later than 1 July 2002.
To note is that the ISM Code became mandatory to Ro-Ro ferries operating at a
regular service to or from a port of a member state of the European Community already
on the 1st of July 1996.15
 2EMHFWLYHV
The ISM Code objectives are to ensure safety at sea, prevention of human injury
or loss of life, and avoidance of damage to environment and property. It also establishes
safety management objectives for “the Company”16 to provide for safe practices in ship
operation and a safe working environment, to establish safeguards against all identified
risks and to continuously improve safety management skills of personnel, including
preparing for emergencies.17
With the help of the SMS, the Company should develop a safety-culture where
safety is raised to the highest priority. Safety of lives and environment should naturally
be seen through all the procedures and routines onboard the vessel. Cost effectiveness
and profits should always come in second hand.
5.1.4 6DIHW\0DQDJHPHQW6\VWHP–VHFWLRQ
The Code requires a “Safety Management System”, SMS, to be established.18 This
is a structured and documented system enabling Company personnel to effectively
implement the company safety and environmental protection policy.19 This system should
ensure the shipowners compliance with mandatory rules and regulations. Moreover that
the applicable codes, guidelines and standards recommended by the IMO,
administrations, classification societies and maritime industry organisations are taken into
account.20 Administrations21 should confirm compliance with the requirements of the
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 Huybrechts, Marc A. , The International Safety Management Code and it’s application to Ro-Ro and
passenger vessels : From human failure to achivement, April 29 1998, p.2.
16
 Section 1.1.2 ISM Code, “The Company”- is defined as the shipowner or any person, such as the
manager or bareboat charterer, who has assumed responsibility for operation the ship.
17
 Section 1.2 ISM Code.
18
 Section 1.4 ISM Code.
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 Section 1.1.4 IMO Assembly Resolution A.788 (19) – 1995.
20
 Section 1.2.3 ISM Code.
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Code by determining that the conformity of the Company’s safety management system
with the requirements of the ISM Code and that the SMS ensures that the objectives
defined in section 1.2.3 of the Code are met. In other words, the shipowner will be unable
to turn a blind eye22 to best practice. If he does not follow suit, he will have to explain
why.23
The Company should, as suited best for its conditions, develop, implement and
maintain the system which, should contain:24
♦ DVDIHW\DQGHQYLURQPHQWDOSURWHFWLRQSROLF\
♦ LQVWUXFWLRQV DQG SURFHGXUHV WR HQVXUH VDIH RSHUDWLRQ RI VKLSV DQG SURWHFWLRQ RI WKH
HQYLURQPHQWLQFRPSOLDQFHZLWKUHOHYDQWLQWHUQDWLRQDODQGIODJ6WDWHOHJLVODWLRQ
♦ GHILQHG OHYHOV RI DXWKRULW\ DQG OLQHV RI FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHWZHHQ DQG DPRQJVW VKRUH DQG
VKLSERDUGSHUVRQQHO
♦ SURFHGXUHVIRUUHSRUWLQJDFFLGHQWVDQGQRQFRQIRUPLWLHVZLWKWKHSURYLVLRQVRIWKLV&RGH
♦ SURFHGXUHVWRSUHSDUHIRUDQGUHVSRQGWRHPHUJHQF\VLWXDWLRQVDQG
♦ SURFHGXUHVIRULQWHUQDODXGLWVDQGPDQDJHPHQWUHYLHZV
These procedures must be in manuals, on signs and in common knowledge, on
how to deal with normal routines onboard the vessel. In case of incidents or accidents the
manuals shall give information to a proper action. Naturally it wont be time to read in the
manual but this should have been practised and repeated many times before so there
should not be a need to consult the manual.25 Incidents and non-conformities are
supposed to be reported and it must be a simple, natural and well-known praxis how to
communicate this. In case of an emergency it should be easy for the crew to find clear
and proper information on how to confront the emergency, e.g. how does the fire fighting
systems work, how to rescue someone in an enclosed space. But of course this should
also be well known routines and practised before it happens.
The system should also establish that the master has the overriding authority and
responsibility to make decisions with respect to safety and pollution prevention and to
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 Section 2.1.2 IMO Assembly Resolution A.788 (19) – 1995.
22
 For a description on “blind eye”, see below under Privity, p.28 below.
23
 Donaldson of Lymington, Rt Hon. Lord, The ISM Code: the road to discovery?, L.M.C.L.Q. part 4
November 1998, p. 531.
24
 Section 1.4 ISM Code.
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request the Company’s assistance as may be necessary.26 The master will be the person
who sees to it that the SMS is implemented and carried out.27 The shipowner should
ensure that the master is allowed to deviate from the procedures laid down in his vessel’s
SMS if the circumstances need it.
To ensure that the SMS is being complied with, regular checks and audits should
be held by the Company and the system itself should be reviewed periodically to evaluate
its efficiency.
 ’HVLJQDWHGSHUVRQ–VHFWLRQ
Each individual company should designate a person or persons ashore having
direct access to the highest level of management, to provide a link between the company
and those onboard. “This ‘link’ now imposes a degree of knowledge and control that
could seldom, in the past, be documented and verified”.28 The designated person is
responsible and has the authority of monitoring the safety and pollution prevention
aspects of the operation of each ship in the company fleet and to ensure that adequate
resources and shore based support are applied.29 “This latter function suggests that when
it comes to safety and environmental protection the designated person enjoys executive
powers and may be considered the highest level of management for all intents and
purposes”.30
Deviations from the requirements specified in the owner’s SMS should be
reported to the designated person who has direct access to the highest level of
management. “From this it appears as if the designated person can be considered the
directing mind of the company with regard to safety. If not, it seems to imply that he is
obliged to pass on what he knows directly to the person who is the directing mind of the
owner”.31 This is not only one of the most important parts of the Code, but also the errant
shipowners’ Achilles heel. The “blind eye” shipowner is faced with a “Catch 22”
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 Section 8 ISM Code.
26
 Section 5.2 ISM Code.
27
 Section 5.1 ISM Code.
28
 Maitland, Guy E. C., The Legal, Commercial And Economic Consequences Of The ISM Code, Maritime
Reporter & Engineering News, issue February 1997.
29
 Section 4 ISM Code.
30
 Andreaoulakis, Manolis, Significant legal implications of the ISM Code, Admiralty news, summer 1998,
p.7.
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situation. It is not enough for a shipowner to wait for the designated person to report, if
he hears nothing he will be bound to call himself and ask for reports32. It is inconceivable
there will be nothing to report. There will always be something to report since there is a
constant change in conditions concerning the vessel and cargo. “A safety management
system is clearly intended to be a dynamic system which is subject to continuous change
in the light not only of experience of the individual ship, and of the company as a whole,
but also of the experience of others in the industry”.33
Another very important and interesting issue is what the designated person is
H[SHFWHG to report? If every non-conformity was reported, probably the owners would
drown in reports, and it would be difficult to act according to them. There is a need for
some kind of determination on what to report and not and the owner, in practise, probably
has to delegate certain aspects of dealing with non-conformities, accidents and hazardous
occurrences to the designated person, enabling him to deal with some of the simpler ones.
Every company has to find the way that suits them the best, much depending on how the
management structure is build up and also on the size of the company. “It should be
perfectly acceptable that certain matters need not reach the top level, however, if a major
incident evolves by some misfortune out of them, top management should not expect to
be exonerated of privity”.34
What kind of liability will then be given to the owner? For example in situations
where the owner claims that the vessel was seaworthy, he is responsible for the vessel all
the way irrespectively of any delegation of the responsibility35. Since there is no
guidelines in the Code it will be up to the courts to closer determine what the designated
person should pass on to the most senior levels of the management. When a non-
conformity is never communicated to the designated person and rests with the vessel
crew, it is hard to see that it would be any different liability compared to the time before
the ISM code. If a situation like this is found with inadequate reporting procedures,
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 Ogg, Captain Terry, IMO’s International Safety Management Code, I.J.O.S.L. 1996, p. 148.
32
 Section 3.3 ISM Code.
33
 Donaldson of Lymington, Rt Hon. Lord, The ISM Code: the road to discovery ?, L.M.C.L.Q. part 4
November 1998, p. 531.
34
 Andreaoulakis, Manolis, Significant legal implications of the ISM Code, Admiralty news, summer 1998,
p.20.
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probably there is a few changes needed to improve the effectiveness of the SMS and
should be looked on severely by the owner.
 3HUVRQQHOVHFWLRQ
 A very important part of the ISM Code is of course the personnel. To be able to
run a safe ship the Company is required to have competent personnel, given proper
familiarisation with the correct procedures. All personnel involved in the SMS must have
an adequate understanding of the relevant rules, regulations, codes and guidelines.
Procedures must be established and maintained to identify any training required to ensure
that all concerned understand the correct procedures. The information on the correct
procedures must be provided to ship’s personnel in a language they can understand36.
Furthermore, the personnel must be able to communicate effectively in the execution of
their duties relating to the SMS. The ISM Code emphasises on on-going exercises and
requires the Company to establish programmes for drills and exercises to prepare for
emergency situations.37
 5HSRUWV DQG DQDO\VLV RI QRQFRQIRUPLWLHV DFFLGHQWV DQG KD]DUGRXV
RFFXUUHQFHV–VHFWLRQ
This is one of the more interesting sections in the Code concerning the reporting.
If this part of the SMS works as intended then there is little chance for the owner to claim
no knowledge or privity. In section 9.1 it is stated that ‡7KH606VKRXOGLQFOXGHSURFHGXUHV
HQVXULQJ WKDW QRQFRQIRUPLWLHV DFFLGHQWV DQG KD]DUGRXV VLWXDWLRQV DUH UHSRUWHG WR WKH
&RPSDQ\· which in this case means the designated person who has to determine what to
do with the information. It continues by stating that there should be procedures ensuring
that the non-conformities are‡LQYHVWLJDWHGDQGDQDO\VHGZLWKWKHREMHFWLYHRILPSURYLQJVDIHW\
DQGSROOXWLRQSUHYHQWLRQ·. The second part of section 9 is also of highest importance. Here
is stated that ‡WKH&RPSDQ\ VKRXOGHVWDEOLVK SURFHGXUHV IRU WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI FRUUHFWLYH
DFWLRQ·. It is very important that when found, non-conformities are corrected.
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 &RPSDQ\YHULILFDWLRQUHYLHZDQGHYDOXDWLRQ–VHFWLRQ
5.1.8.1 Internal audits
To verify that all the required procedures subscribed to in the SMS are in
compliance, the Company should carry out internal safety audits. The idea behind these
internal audits is to discover non-conformities in and fundamental faults with the vessels
SMS at an early stage and to be able to work out new procedures that are better. Internal
audit follow-up should be performed to ensure appropriate corrective actions have been
taken and are effective. At any time, the shipowner can be called upon to produce
documentary evidence of his internal audits of every area of his system, including the
work of the designated person.38
5.1.8.2 Management reviews
The company management should conduct reviews of the management system at
defined and sufficient intervals. They should investigate the results of the internal and
external audits, if there has been corrective actions and how the result from them turned
out. They should look at non-conformities, and find ways to avoid them in the future.
“The review may consider revisions to the management system to respond to technology
changes, quality concept changes, market strategies and social and environmental
conditions.”39
 &HUWLILFDWLRQYHULILFDWLRQDQGFRQWURO–VHFWLRQ
5.1.9.1 Issuance of Document of Compliance, DOC
Once the shipowner has been satisfactorily audited as complying with the ISM
Code, he will be issued with a “Document of Compliance” by his flag state
administration, specifying the types of ships covered and the period for which it applies.
A DOC is a document certifying, in effect, that he is a fit and proper person to be a ship
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operator in the light of the safety-management policies that he has evolved and is
enforcing in relation to himself and each of his ships.40
Every flag state, or whoever the particular flag state may delegate the
responsibility to, will do external inspections to audit the SMS in connection with the
initial certification and then at regular intervals to confirm continuing compliance.41 Port
State control is also likely to carry out external audits.42
A copy of the DOC is always to be on board the ship relevant to it, so that the
master upon request may produce it for verification by the authorities. “A shipping
company without either a full term or interim Document of Compliance is not allowed to
operate the ship types requiring SMS. If a DOC is removed from a company then all
associated SMC’s are invalidated and in theory all vessels must remain in port until the
DOC is reinstated”.43
5.1.9.2 Issuance of Safety Management Certificate, SMC
The flag state administration will issue to every Company and its shipboard
management that operates in accordance with the SMS a “Safety Management
Certificate” specific to a particular ship. To earn a certificate a Company must comply
with all the statutory requirements of the state of the ship’s flag, relating to the manning,
construction, adaptation, condition and equipment of the entered ship. Moreover it must
at all times maintain the validity of all statutory certificates as are issued by or on behalf
of the state of the ship’s flag in relation to such requirements and in relation to safety
management system.44
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As with DOC, every flag state, will do external inspections to audit the SMS in
connection with the initial certification and then at regular intervals to confirm continuing
compliance.45
 /LPLWDWLRQRI/LDELOLW\
 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
Centuries ago a shipowner would probably face an instant bankruptcy if a serious
maritime disaster occurred to his ship. Many times he would have to abandon the ship
and her freight into the hands of those third parties with valid claims against him.  In a
way this itself produced in practical terms a form of limitation of liability.
Limitation of Liability came about as an encouragement to shipowners to carry on
their business. Going to sea in ships and often gamble with all the capital they had, the
owners knew that they were faced with exposure to unlimited liability far beyond their
wealth and many times in situations over which they maybe had no personal control.
International trade needed ships for transport of goods but it was an adventurous
pursuit. So as a form of State support in the interest of promoting and protecting the
international trade and to encourage the shipowners many shipping nations adopted the
concept of Limitation of Liability mainly starting in the seventeenth century.46 In those
days it was in every nations interest to have as big fleet as possible.47
As time went by things developed and ships became more outfitted and modern.
This transformed the risks involved in maritime trade and enabled an owner to keep his
investment under closer control.
The justification nowadays of the owner’s right to limit his liability is hardly the
same as what made the rule come about centuries ago. In a case in the sixties Lord
Denning MR came to the conclusion that it “LV QRW D PDWWHU RI MXVWLFH«EXW KDV LWV
MXVWLILFDWLRQLQFRQYHQLHQFH”.48 The convenience of the rule is responsible for its survival. 
The shipowner can limit his total liability to all those who have suffered loss or
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injury to a sum of money calculated in relation to the tonnage of his ship.49 With this sum,
in respect of a particular occurrence, a shipowner is required to establish a limitation fund
from which the claimants are compensated. This is done in proportion of their actual loss
if the fund is not large enough to allow payment in full and no payments are made from
such a fund until all claims have been presented.50
During the centuries different approaches and conventions have been in force and
today the two major conventions in force are the 1957 Limitation of Liability convention
and the 1976 Limitation of Liability convention. The majority of the world’s shipping
tonnage has adopted either one or both of these conventions. The few exemptions are
USA who have their own ‘1851 Limitation of shipowners liability act’ and a few
countries which still use the 1924 Limitation of Liability convention. Where The Hague
or Hague/Visby Rules govern the contract of affreightment, there is also a possibility to
limit under these rules and then the value is per package or unit.
The effect of the differing regimes in the conventions and the act means that the
extent of a shipowners liability and his ability to limit the same will depend upon where
any limitation action is commenced. It is for example generally easier to ‘break limit’ i.e.
make the owner fully responsible to a claim, in the United States than under the 1957 or
1976 conventions.51 Also in United States, where limitation of liability is generally
disliked by the courts, they tend to do their best to keep the shipowners liable, no matter
which convention is being applied. After an incident in the world of shipping it is often
very likely that several jurisdictions can be involved since f. ex. contracts of
affreightment and area of operation for the ships are international.
 &RQYHQWLRQRQ/LPLWDWLRQRI/LDELOLW\IRU2ZQHUVRI6HDJRLQJ6KLSV
Under this convention a successful claimant is entitled to full reimbursement of
his claim unless the defendant is able positively to prove his right to limit liability by
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satisfying the court that there is no ‘actual fault or privity’ on his part.52 “To claim the
privilege of limitation a person must satisfy the words of the statute. If he cannot do so he
will be liable for the full amount of the damages”.53
 In a test for ‘actual fault or privity’ it has to be determined whether or not that
particular person was or could be said to have been to all intents and purposes ‘in control’
of the particular situation. It also has to be determined whether or not it is reasonably
likely that if that particular person had performed and carried out his obligations properly
the occurrence that resulted in loss or damage would not have occurred.
The claims are restricted to those arising from acts, faults or neglects of those on
board the ship, or, if not on board, committed in the course of the navigation or
management of the ship.54
The defendant is the owner of a seagoing ship, the charterer, manager and
operator of the ship. Liability of the ship owner “includes the liability of the ship itself”.55
This means that also the master, member of the crew or other servants of the owner,
charterer, manager or operator acting in the course of their employment, has a right to
limit their liability.
The burden of proof is on the defendant and “it may be very difficult to show”.56
 &RQYHQWLRQRQ/LPLWDWLRQRI/LDELOLW\IRU0DULWLPH&ODLPV
Under this convention the defendant can limit his liability unless the claimant
proves that the ‘person liable’ is guilty of a conduct barring limitation.57 What used to be
a way of protection has now emerged into a way of harmonisation.
The burden of proof, which is a heavy burden58, has changed hands and is instead
placed upon the claimant against the defendant.59 In fact it was deliberately intended to
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make the loss of the right to limitation of liability much more difficult to prove.60 But on
the other hand the sum that the shipowner now has to pay after he has limited his liability
is also set considerably higher.
The claimant must prove that the loss resulted from the personal act or omission
of the person seeking to limit, committed with the intent to cause such loss or recklessly
and with knowledge that such loss would probably result.61 What really has to be proved
is that f. ex. the master of one ship with intent or recklessly tried to hit the other ship
before his ship collided with the other ship. Those trying to deny limitation has to prove
that the ‘person liable’ definitely intended to cause the loss complained of.
The requirement of proof that there has been reckless behaviour and with
knowledge that loss would probably result is capable of being satisfied by a more
objective test. The burden of proving intention, however, must be by its very nature a
subjective test.62
The meaning of ‘person liable’ in the opening words of Article 4 presumably has
to be set against Article 1, where the persons entitled to limit liability are defined and set
out. But whose ‘personal act’ will it be that can break the right to limit? Undoubtedly if it
is the personal act of the person liable, then he will be prevented from limiting his own
liability. Yet, would the personal act of one category of person able to limit prevent
another category of person being able to limit if the liability arose from the same
occurrence?63 If there is any doubt as to the owner’s conduct he will be entitled to the
right to limit liability.64 Or as some authors put it “One might say that the ‘privilege’ has
become a right.”65
The defendant is the shipowner or the salvors. In this convention a shipowner is
the “owner, charterer, manager and operator of a seagoing ship” and the salvors are “any
person rendering services in direct connection with salvage operations”.66 “The liability
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of a ship owner shall include liability in an action brought against the vessel herself”.67
There can be no limitation for oil pollution damage or nuclear damage.68
The right to limit applies whether the ship in question is sea-going or not.
Structures (completed or not) launched and intended for use in navigation as a ship (or
part of it) are also subject to limitation.69
This convention entered into force on 1 December 1986 and builds on the practice
established by the earlier conventions.
 7KH$WKHQVFRQYHQWLRQ
This convention regulates the liability of the carrier for death, personal injury and
damage to luggage. The shipowners liability depends on any of those events being ‘due
to the fault or neglect’ of the carrier or of his servants or agents in the course of their
employment.70 A passenger according to this convention is any person carried in a ship
under a contract of carriage and also persons who, with the carriers consent, accompany
live animals or vehicles, for instance, on roll-on, roll-off ferries.71
The carrier loses his right to limit if it is proved that the damage resulted from an
act or omission of the carrier done with the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and
with knowledge that such damage would probably result.72
This provision is identical to the one in the 1976 convention on limitation, so for a
further discussion see above.
 /LPLWDWLRQRI6KLSRZQHUV¶/LDELOLW\$FW86$
Foreign vessels had for a long time enjoyed the advantage of limitation of liability
before Congress finally, after heavy pressure from American shipowners, passed the
1851 Limitation of Shipowners Liability Act, which is still the applicable maritime law in
the United States.
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It is the federal district courts who have original admiralty jurisdiction, exclusive
of state courts.73 For an event or incident to be treated under admiralty jurisdiction it has
to have occurred in, on or above navigable waters and also it must bear a significant
relationship to traditional maritime activity. All vessels seagoing, used in lakes, rivers, or
for inland navigation, whether the owners are American or alien applies to limitation.
Under the 1851 act, a person having legal title to a vessel or a bareboat charterer,
whether American or alien, may limit his liability to the his interest in the value of the
vessel and freight pending for Maritime claims against that vessel. That is the value after
the incident! In some cases however there is also a possibility for certain types of claims
to use a lumpsum approach on limitation.
A person or entity that has complete legal control and dominion over a vessel may
also be regarded as an ‘owner’ and limit his liability.74
Under this act a shipowner has to show that he had no actual ‘privity or
knowledge’ of the cause of the incident. He even has to show that he shouldn’t or
couldn’t have had any ‘privity or knowledge’. ‘Privity or knowledge’ means not only
actual knowledge but also constructive knowledge about the condition and operation of a
vessel as well as the competence of both managerial personnel and the crew of the ship.
A heavier burden is placed on the shipowner to exercise reasonable diligence in
foreseeing conditions that may be the cause of incidents.75
Within six months after receipt of a written notice from a claimant for damages, a
vessel owner must file a ‘complaint’ with the court in order to limit his liability.
Moreover, the vessel owner will have to deposit with the district court a ‘limitation fund’,
security equal to the value of the vessel and freight due.
Where several claims are being made against the shipowner, they are
consolidated. Thereafter, the limitation fund will be distributed proportionally to the
claimants if they are successful in proving their damages.
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In the United States it is relatively easy to break the limit, and the general opinion
is that shipowners should not be subsidised at the expense of those whom they injure or
affect, for example, seamen.76
 3HUSDFNDJHOLPLWDWLRQ
Normally as has been seen, the shipowner can limit his liability to either the value
of his vessel or the tonnage of his vessel. Where The Hague or Hague/Visby Rules
govern the contract of affreightment, there is an interesting possibility for the shipowner
when it comes to limitation of liability. Article IV rule 5 of the Hague Rules, gives the
shipowner the option to limit his liability per package or unit. He is not liable to more
than £ 100 gold values77 per package or unit. Yet, problems have arisen in many countries
in interpreting the term’s ‘package’ and ‘unit’. What and how much is a package or unit?
Is size relevant and is it essential that the article carry some form of wrapping? What
about a container or pallet? Different approaches have been done to interpret these terms
and there is plenty of case law on this matter.78
When the Hague/Visby amendment came in 1968 an alternative formula was
introduced, based on the weight of the cargo, the shipper being entitled to invoke
whichever alternative produces the higher amount.79 This solved a number of problems in
respect to the per-package limitation. The prescribed limitation amounts are 666.67 units
of account80 per package or unit or units of account per kilo of the gross weight of the
goods lost or damaged whichever is the higher.
 ’LIIHUHQFHV
5.2.7.1 Who is entitled to limitation of liability?
Under the 1957 convention the owner, including the liability of the ship itself, the
charterer, the manager and operator of the ship is entitled to limit liability. Under the
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1976 convention this is extended to include also the salvors. Under the 1851 Act, it is
only the ones with a legal title to the vessel, the owners, or a bareboat charterer that are
entitled to limit.
5.2.7.2 When is the right of limitation of liability lost?
It is possible to limit liability under the provisions set out in the conventions and
in the act.
But if under the 1957 convention, the ones entitled to limit had “actual fault or
privity” to “the occurrence giving rise to the claim”, they lose this right. The burden or
proving the right to limit is on the owner.
Under the 1976 convention it is considerably more difficult to ‘break’ the right to
limit liability but on the other hand the limit available to the plaintiffs is much higher.
The thing is that the plaintiffs have now taken over the burden of proving that the owner
was intentional or recklessly to cause the loss and with the knowledge that such loss
would probably occur, and therefor not entitled to limit liability.
Under the 1851 act, it is relatively easy to break the limit, the owner has to show
that he did not have any actual “privity or knowledge” of the cause of the incident, that he
shouldn’t or couldn’t have had any. This has been difficult many times.
Under the 1851 act it is possible to limit liability to the value of the vessel, whilst
under the 1957 and 1976 conventions it is possible to limit liability to the tonnage of the
vessel.
 6HDZRUWKLQHVV
 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
In a contract of affreightment, usually by law or by an implied obligation, the
shipowner has to provide a vessel which is seaworthy at the commencement of the
voyage.81 Yet in the majority of charterparties this undertaking is reinforced by an express
term to the same effect.82 This is an absolute obligation for the shipowner, meaning that
irrespective of fault, the owner will be liable. Moreover, a shipowner can not say that he
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did his best to make the ship fit, the undertaking requires that the ship really is fit.
‘Seaworthiness’ is a relative and flexible term. It varies according to the nature of the
voyage, thus, a ship may be seaworthy for one voyage, but not for another. There is no
fixed or absolute standard of seaworthiness.
Two criteria are primarily used to measure the seaworthiness of a ship. ‘How a
ships ability to encounter the ordinary perils of the sea is’, and also ‘the standard of
which a prudent owner would require his vessel to have at the commencement of her
voyage, having regard to all the probable circumstances of it’.83
For a ship to be reasonably fit to encounter the ordinary perils of the seas of the
voyage does not mean that the ship has to be able to manage every peril of the sea, or
every possible storm. She only has to be furnished and equipped reasonably suitable for
the intended use or service on the particular voyage she is about to commence. For a peril
to be ordinary it has to be one that normally can be expected on a particular voyage in a
particular region. Even hurricanes and cyclones can be considered as ‘ordinary perils of
the sea’.
The second one ‘the prudent owner’ is an objective test and very simple: a ship is
seaworthy if an ordinary, careful and prudent owner would send her to sea in her present
condition.84 Here it is also depending on the nature of the voyage, plus the type of cargo
to be carried and the likely dangers to be faced with.
The aspects of a ship, which can affect her seaworthiness, are usually related to
the ship itself, machinery, equipment and navigational aids but also the crew, the fuel and
the cargos stowage and stability. “A Ship is efficient as an instrument of transport if hull,
tackle and machinery are in a state of good repair, if she is sufficiently provided with fuel
and ballast and is manned by an efficient crew”.85
Concerning a voyage charter party, the obligation is fulfilled if the vessel is
seaworthy at the time of sailing, no matter what happens afterwards. This means that the
seaworthiness has to be fulfilled, only at the time of sailing and does not continue in the
sense that the ship shall continue to be fit during the voyage. In the case of a consecutive
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voyage charter, the obligation arises at the beginning of each voyage undertaken in
performance of the charter. In respect of a time charter party it is different. Here the
obligation is fulfilled if the vessel is seaworthy at the time of delivery of the vessel under
the charter party.
 ,QVXUDQFH
Seaworthiness has the same meaning in marine insurance as in the law relating to
carriage of goods by sea, although, in insurance the word ‘warranty’ is used instead of
‘obligation’, as in obligation to provide a seaworthy vessel. At least when it comes to
voyage policies, where an implied warranty of seaworthiness for the vessel is found
unless explicitly exempted. “The underwriter when assessing the risk of a particular
voyage must have the right to assume a certain fitness of the vessel to encounter the
ordinary hazards of the adventure in order to fix an appropriate premium”.86
The Marine Insurance Act 190687 does not imply the same type of warranty to the
voyage policy, as to the time policy, see below.
5.3.2.1 Voyage policy
In the 1906 Act section 39(1) it is declared that, “,Q D YR\DJH SROLF\ WKHUH LV DQ
LPSOLHGZDUUDQW\ WKDWDW WKH FRPPHQFHPHQWRI WKH YR\DJH WKH VKLS VKDOO EH VHDZRUWK\ IRU WKH
SXUSRVHRIWKHSDUWLFXODUDGYHQWXUHLQVXUHG” It continues in section 39(4) with a broad and
general definition, “$VKLSLVGHHPHGWREHVHDZRUWK\ZKHQVKHLVUHDVRQDEO\ILWLQDOOUHVSHFWV
WR HQFRXQWHU WKH RUGLQDU\ SHULOV RI WKH VHDV RI WKH DGYHQWXUH LQVXUHG”. As we saw in the
discussion above it is asked for ‘reasonably fitness’ and ‘ordinary perils’. The ordinary,
careful and prudent shipowner test can also be invoked in insurance matters. This is if he
is insured!88
The implied warranty of seaworthiness is confined to the commencement of the
voyage.89 Yet, where different legs of the one voyage contain different maritime
conditions, the seaworthiness of a vessel will be judged at the commencement of each
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stage by the reference to the circumstances of that stage. This does again not mean that
the warranty is a continuing warranty of seaworthiness, but it operates at several isolated
points during the voyage.90
A breach of the warranty of seaworthiness automatically discharges the insurer
from liability as from the date of the breach. The insurer is discharged even though
unseaworthiness arises from hidden causes which, no ordinary examination could
possibly reveal.91
If a vessel after a casualty is found for any reason unseaworthy, the underwriter
need not prove any causal link between the unseaworthiness and the casualty, since an
unseaworthy vessel represents a completely different risk from that presented to the
underwriter. But it is the insurer who has to prove that the vessel was unseaworthy at the
relevant time.92
5.3.2.2 Time policy
When it comes to time policies there is no implied warranty of seaworthiness.
Section 39(5) of the 1906 Act provides as follows: “In a time policy there is no implied
warranty that the ship shall be seaworthy at any stage of the adventure, but where, with
the privity of the assured, the ship is sent to sea in an unseaworthy state, the insurer is not
liable for any loss attributable to unseaworthiness”.
To invoke this section, the loss has first to be brought under the policy. This
means that it has to be shown that the loss is caused by an insured peril and therefore
recoverable. To escape liability the insurers then have to defend themselves by saying
that the assured is to be disentitled of his right of claim by reason of his privity to the
vessels condition of unseaworthiness.
In this case the seaworthiness may be present at any time the vessel puts to sea,
whether or not at the commencement of a voyage or a stage thereof. “The
unseaworthiness to which the assured is privy has not to be the sole cause of the casualty,
as long as it was the immediate cause and causally linked to the unseaworthiness”.93
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5.3.2.3 Privity
The meaning of the word privity in section 39(5) has been analysed well many
times. “7KHNQRZOHGJHPXVWEHWKDWRI WKHVKLSRZQHUSHUVRQDOO\RURIKLVDOWHUHJRRU LQ WKH
FDVHRIDFRPSDQ\RI LWV KHDGPHQRUZKRHYHUPD\ EH FRQVLGHUHG WKHLU DOWHU HJR”.94 In other
words, the right people must have the relevant knowledge. Concequently, the first step is
to identify the person whose knowledge is relevant. Whose act is for the purpose in hand
to count as the act for the company? Who are the headmen? The next step will then be to
find out if this person or persons had any actual knowledge. In The Eurysthenes95, Lord
Denning concluded that it “HPEUDFHV QRW RQO\ DFWXDO NQRZOHGJH EXW DOVR FRQVWUXFWLYH
NQRZOHGJH”, “…WKHVRUWRINQRZOHGJHH[SUHVVHGLQ WKHSKUDVH µWXUQLQJDEOLQGH\H¶ ,IDPDQ
VXVSLFLRXVRIWKHWUXWKWXUQVDEOLQGH\HWRLWDQGUHIUDLQVIURPLQTXLU\–VRWKDWKHVKRXOGNQRZ
LWIRUFHUWDLQ–WKHQKHLVWREHUHJDUGHGDVNQRZLQJWKHWUXWK7KLVµWXUQLQJDEOLQGH\H¶LVIDU
PRUHEODPHZRUWK\WKDQPHUHQHJOLJHQFH.” If the owner has reason to believe that his ship is
in fact unseaworthy, and deliberately refrain from enquiry in order to avoid having
suspicion transformed into certainty, he might properly be held privy to the
unseaworthiness of his ship.96 What must the assured be privy to? Lord Denning again:
“7RGLVHQWLWOHWKHVKLSRZQHUKHPXVW,WKLQNKDYHNQRZOHGJHQRWRQO\RIWKHIDFWVFRQVWLWXWLQJ
WKHXQVHDZRUWKLQHVVEXWDOVRNQRZOHGJHWKDWWKRVHIDFWVUHQGHUHGWKHVKLSXQVHDZRUWK\WKDWLV
QRWUHDVRQDEO\ILWWRHQFRXQWHUWKHRUGLQDU\SHULOVRIWKHVHD.”
 +DJXH9LVE\UXOHV+DJXHUXOHV
Where The Hague or Hague/Visby Rules govern the contract of affreightment, the
implied absolute obligation to provide a seaworthy vessel is substituted for a due
diligence obligation. The carrier97 has to “H[HUFLVHGXHGLOLJHQFHWRPDNHWKHVKLSVHDZRUWK\
WRSURSHUO\PDQHTXLSDQGVXSSO\WKHVKLSPDNHKROGVUHIULJHUDWLQJDQGFRROFKDPEHUVDQG
DOORWKHUSDUWVRIWKHVKLSLQZKLFKJRRGVDUHFDUULHGILWDQGVDIHIRUWKHLUUHFHSWLRQFDUULDJH
DQGSUHVHUYDWLRQ·.98 Thus, while the carrier will no longer be strictly liable in the absence
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of any fault, he will be liable not only for his own negligence but also for the negligence
of any party, to whom he has delegated responsibility for making the vessel seaworthy,
even if the fault is attributable to an independent contractor. The basis of liability is fault.
This is not a continuos obligation, but due diligence has to be exercised before
and at the beginning of the voyage. This has been interpreted as meaning at least from the
beginning of the loading and until the vessel starts its voyage.99 In the case of a
consecutive voyage charter, the obligation arises only at the beginning of the first voyage
undertaken in performance of the charter.
In article IV rule 1, it is further stated that the owner or the charterer shall not be
liable for loss or damage arising or resulting from unseaworthiness unless caused by want
of due diligence on his part to make the ship seaworthy. The burden of proving the
exercise of due diligence whenever loss or damage has resulted from unseaworthiness
shall be on the owner or charterer or any other person claiming exemption under the
article.100
In article IV rule 2, the carrier is discharged of the liability if it can be established
that the loss or damage resulted from an act of negligence in the navigation or
management of the ship rather than from any inefficiency or incompetence. Concerning
navigation, this would be the case whenever the vessel is stranded or involved in a
collision, and management, for example a wrongdoing by one of the ships engineers
when working with the safety of the ship. It concerns only the transport and maintenance
of the ship and not the storekeeper aspect or the carriage.101 The key distinction is whether
the master, officer or crewmember in question was simply negligent or incompetent. If
simply negligent, the carrier will have the usual defence available to him under the
article. If incompetent, then the carrier may be in breach of his duty to “properly man”
and/or make the vessel seaworthy.102
There is no possibility for the shipowner to further reduce or exclude his
responsibility to provide a seaworthy ship.103
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5.3.3.1 Inefficiency/incompetence
It is the carriers duty to investigate the crewmembers competence and to see to
that they are efficiently trained and able to perform their job right. If a crewmember does
not know his job properly, he is considered incompetent. He does not possess the level of
capability or skill to be reasonably expected of an ordinary crewmember of his rank. He
is not adequate to discharge the usual duties, and to meet the usual dangers to which the
ship is exposed.104 It might be that he just isn’t trained enough, or he might not be familiar
to a certain assignment on a position he has not held before, or if on a new vessel, he has
not been instructed on a certain routine of importance on that particular vessel. If a
crewmember that usually is considered competent, shows up for work with a temporary
disability like extremely tired or drunk, he is also considered incompetent.105 A simple
thing as not being able to communicate in the same language might also render a crew
incompetent.
5.3.3.2 Negligence
Liability depends on negligence, and the important question is what conduct,
whether by act or omission, in the handling, management or navigation of a ship amount
to negligence. Usually a person is considered as negligent if he shows a want of that
attention and observation which is due to the security of other vessels that are navigating
the same seas. For example if a crewmember is competent to perform his duties properly
but fails to carry them out to a reasonable standard on a particular occasion. If he has a
lack of will and inclination to use his skill and knowledge. If the job is within his
competence but still he is doing it wrong, perhaps because he is lazy.106
5.3.3.3 Due Diligence
Even if a carrier is found unseaworthy due to one of its crew being incompetent, a
bad ships repairer being hired etc., he can still escape liability if it can be established that
he exercised due diligence in providing a competent crew. He has to show that the
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highest standard of care was taken, the standard of a reasonable shipowner.107 Before
someone is hired he should be interviewed and tested thoroughly to see if he has the
competence needed. Then after being hired he should be informed about and instructed
and supervised in relation to the vessel he is to work on. A carriers obligation to exercise
due diligence to make a vessel seaworthy cannot be delegated to others. This is so that
the owners can not hide behind an agent and put the blame on him for recruiting
substandard crew.
 +DPEXUJUXOHV
Where the contract of affreightment is governed by The Hamburg rules, there is
no individual obligation to provide a seaworthy vessel. Instead it is a general liability
were “DFDUULHULVOLDEOHIRUORVVUHVXOWLQJIURPORVVRIRUGDPDJHWRWKHJRRGVDVZHOODVIURP
GHOD\LQGHOLYHU\LIWKHRFFXUUHQFHZKLFKFDXVHGWKHORVVGDPDJHRUGHOD\WRRNSODFHZKLOHWKH
JRRGV ZHUH LQ KLV FKDUJH XQOHVV WKH FDUULHU SURYHV WKDW KH KLV VHUYDQWV RU DJHQWV WRRN DOO
PHDVXUHV WKDW FRXOG UHDVRQDEO\EH UHTXLUHG WR DYRLG WKH RFFXUUHQFHDQG LWV FRQVHTXHQFHV.”108
Also here the liability is based on fault, but under these rules the liability must be
exercised at all times not merely before and at the beginning of the voyage.109 To
successfully escape liability for unseaworthiness the carrier has to prove that he adopted
all measures reasonably required to avoid the occurrence. It is not sufficient for him to
generally prove that he has acted as a reasonable and prudent carrier. The carrier would
be deemed to have taken all measures that could reasonably be required, if he could prove
to have entrusted the maintenance or repair work to a first-class yard.110 In The Hamburg
rules there are no exonerations from liability when it comes to navigation and
management of the vessel, as in The Hague/Visby rules art. IV rule 2.
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 $QDO\VLV
 &RQVHTXHQFHVRIWKH,60&RGH
 ,QSUDFWLFH
Before assessing the consequences of the ISM Code it is best to start with a view
on what the reality looks like for the shipowners.
Shipowners cannot just claim that they have met the minimum standards provided
by the existing regulatory framework. They have, in effect, to create their own regulatory
regime and show that they are complying with it. Say it, do it and prove it! “When the
ISM Code uses the word ‘should’ – this really means must!”111
The code is not a recommendation it is mandatory on all accounts. The owner of
every vessel required to comply with the ISM Code has to develop an individual Safety
Management System, implement it, verify it, review it and evaluate it. Yet the objectives
a shipowner sets have to be achievable through the procedures that follow.
The ISM Code has a mission to squeeze human error out of ship operations. To do
this, it must bear down on the owner’s systems of operation. As a result, the owner’s
well-established right to rely on the negligence of his crew in the event of an accident
giving rise to a claim is challenged. The company now may not land all blame for an
occurrence on the master. “Section 4 requires the designated person to provide a link
between the ship and the highest levels of management while section 3.3 requires the
Company to provide adequate shore based response and resource in support of the
designated person carrying out his function.”112 Section 9 requires reporting, investigation
and analysis of all non-conformities, accidents and hazardous situations.113 Yet, does this
lay a presumption that the shipowner is privy to all that the designated person finds out or
is informed of? It sounds hard but the Code demands the ‘safest possible operation’ and
its intentions are serious. “This makes the Company fully responsible for compliance
therefore if an incident occurs the Company must determine how they let it happen”.114
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The events leading to an accident has to be examined. Did they result from poor safety
management or were they genuinely accidental and ‘came out of the blue’. If one of those
events has been conditioned by the ISM Code and there is non-conformity it won’t ‘help’
the vessel when trying to exculpate itself.
“The mere existence of a code which addresses safety management makes clear
that a significant amount of what passes for crew negligence will now be treated as
management failure”.115
Before case law has determined the assessment on the ISM Code it is difficult to
say in anything but in general terms and speculations what the legal consequences will
be. The Code carries significant legal implications, which interested parties should
consider before finalising their documented safety management systems. The Code will
leave a paper trail that will be like a double-edged sword. On the one hand it will be a
main source of information for insurers, cargo interests and damaged third parties to build
their case on. On the other hand it will be a great help for the shipowners equipped with a
workable management system to show that they have been due diligent in trying comply
with the Code and to make the ship seaworthy. Important is that the shipowner should
maintain a record of non-conformities and his doing so should be seen as evidence of
compliance with the Code, not non-compliance. It will with the result in hand be a good
indicator on how well run the vessel is.
Owners that don’t take the ISM Code seriously and install a safety management
system that barely gives them the necessary DOC and SMC to be able to trade, i.e. just
above the ‘limit’, will probably run a higher risk of being found with non-compliance’s.
If it is found that a vessel’s Safety Management System is not in compliance with the
ISM Code despite the fact that she has a Safety Management Certificate, it will be up to
the owner to make a correction. This will probably happen not too seldom and in the
reality this is why we have the ISM Code - to discover non-conformities before any
incidents happen and giving the owner a possibility to correct them and improve the
system to preclude re-occurrence. If non-conformity is found after an internal audit it is
up to the owner to immediately give it the appropriate corrective action and if found by
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authorities they should give the owner a chance to correct it, depending on how serious
the non-conformity is.
After the Code came into force, any ship required to comply with the ISM Code
and to hold a SMC, has to fulfil this requirement to be allowed to trade i.e. she may not
sail, if it is not fulfilled. Practically this means she will run into problems with Port State
Control and is either prohibited entry to or departure from a port.116
Courts, P&I Clubs, Underwriters and others should try to find a balance when
assessing vessels and vessel owners. They should not just reject a prudent shipowner and
turn him down. Instead they must help him as much as they can and encourage him to
avoid non-conformities in the future. For example, an underwriter should avoid answers
like “your ship wasn’t fully compliant so you have no claim”. He should at the same time
lean in the opposite direction and say “well, we know you were running an unsafe ship
but we can still pay your claim for such and such reason”.117 Or maybe part of it but only
when the owner can show that the vessel is fully compliant.
Everybody in the world of transport, from customers to banks is expected to play
their part in putting pressure on shipowners and to show them the advantages of the ISM
Code. One example is BIMCO118 that implemented an ISM Code requirement clause in
their standard charter party. Compliant shipowners that spend time, efforts and large
sums of money to be compliant should be the only ones allowed trading. Another
example is the Panama Canal where for all relevant vessels ISM compliance is
expected.119
 $IWHUDFFLGHQW
If a non-conformity is found after an accident it must be reported, investigated
and analysed. “The root cause of the incident can be determined and a effective
corrective action applied to ensure that repetition is avoided on that ship and prevented
from occurring on other ships in the fleet”.120 A shipowner with excellent history of
compliance with very little non-conformity will probably not be to affected and should
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have a chance to be treated as the prudent shipowner he is. Of course if deliberate or for a
second time the same non-conformity a shipowner should be treated tougher.
It is important to prevent the temptations of covering non-conformities in order to
give shipowners a fair chance to run an honest business. Since all shipowners will have
non-conformities at some point, it is vital that they communicate them to give others a
chance to avoid them in the future.
 &RQVHTXHQFHV
 2Q/LPLWDWLRQRI/LDELOLW\
What the consequences of the ISM Code will be on the owner’s possibilities to
limit his liability will mainly depend on how much of the knowledge of the non-
conformity that can be derived to the shipowner and what his reaction to it was. “It is
clear however that the advent of the ISM Code will require management arrangements to
be more transparent, and more subject to regular scrutiny than hitherto, and this may
expose owners to a greater risk of challenge to their right to limitation of liability”.121
The appointment of a designated person with access to the highest level of
management, and with express duties to monitor the safety and pollution prevention
aspects of the operation of each ship, will make it harder for the shipowner to claim
limitation of liability. Again, it will be interesting to see if the Code lays a presumption of
privity on the owner. “For a shipowner to reject the presumption of privity, he must argue
that his reporting system is defective or inefficient”.122 But if the reporting system is
defective or inefficient then the SMS is not working and the owner will be found
responsible for a SMS with non-conformity and risk loose his SMC and/or DOC.
Moreover he might still not get the Limitation of Liability.
On the other hand, the existence of a complete set of ISM Code documentation
and certificates may actually make it easier for a shipowner seeking limitation of liability.
Yet it will, as before the ISM Code, depend on which convention or act is applicable.
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6.2.1.1 1957 Convention on Limitation of Liability for Owners of Seagoing Ships
As long as the fault of the incident that happened was of someone for whom the
owner of the ship or the other person in control was liable, the privilege of limitation can
be used. But the ISM Code “will make it impossible for the owner of a vessel claiming
limitation of liability under the 1957 Convention to prove the absence of fault or privity if
the problems which gave rise to the casualty were already known to the designated
person”.123 The burden of proof is on the shipowner and if it was very difficult for him to
show that he had no actual fault or privity before, then it will be really difficult now. As
long as the SMS is in good order and the reporting and investigation requirement in
section 9 is properly implemented, the owner should have knowledge of the problems and
should act thereafter.
6.2.1.2 1976 Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims
By design under this convention it is very difficult to ‘break the limit’. This is
probably also the case under the ISM Code. Since the right to limit is only denied if it is
proved that the loss resulted from personal act or omission, committed with the intent to
cause such loss, or recklessly and with knowledge that such loss would probably result.
Even if there is significant evidence that any crew or the designated person personally
informed the shipowner about the non-conformity and that he did not take action. It has
also to be proved that he with intention or recklessly with knowledge that that would be
the result, caused the loss. It probably has to be a situation where there is documented or
common knowledge that a non-conformity as this one will in the majority of cases lead to
loss or if a similar non-conformity lead to an incident before to the same vessel or a sister
vessel. If a shipowner then ignores the information he might be considered with intention
or reckless. In most cases it needs to be a non-conformity of a certain importance since it
must be possible to know that “such loss would probably result”. If a shipowner order the
crew to sink his vessel, then he is barred limitation of liability but it must be prove that he
ordered it!
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6.2.1.3 The Athens convention 1974
The provisions in this convention is similar to the 1976 convention when it comes
to what must be proved to be able to ‘break the limit’. It is as hard under this convention
as the one above. A concrete example might be where a shipowner sent the ship to sea
knowing that it had no lifeboats, in a severe storm and the boat then sinks because it was
not build for anything but sailing on small lakes.
6.2.1.4 1851 Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability Act (USA)
In the United States the opinion is among the legislators that a shipowner should
be fully responsible for his vessel and outlined the limitation Act with this in mind. It is
not difficult to ‘break the limit’. The ISM Code will normally make it almost impossible
for the shipowner to prove that he had no actual ‘privity or knowledge’ of the cause of
the incident. Shipowners by tradition have had a hard time in courts to prove no privity or
knowledge under this Act. In fact courts go to great lengths to find such privity. Clearly
the ISM Code will from now on be a powerful asset to lawyers and judges in doing so.124
 2Q6HDZRUWKLQHVV
The obligation to provide a seaworthy vessel is the same after as before the
implementation of the ISM Code. The same criteria are required and probably the
evaluations will be the same. What will happen now is that the systems implemented on
each vessel will in many cases be like an open book to read for the authorities to help
determine how seaworthy the vessel is under the contract of affreightment. Since
seaworthiness is a relative and flexible term and varies according to the nature of the
voyage and assignment, there must be times when a vessel is regarded as seaworthy and
others when she is not with the same non-conformity. Yet non-conformity with a vessels
SMS is always non-conformity. Does this mean that from now on every non-conformity
will render the vessel unseaworthy? Surely not, just as before some cases without a doubt
are instantly unseaworthy while others less serious do not affect the seaworthiness. One
can always ask if the ordinary, careful and prudent owner would have send the vessel to
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sea even when he knew that something was not right with the vessel. Remember that the
reason why owners risk their money is because they speculate on a profit. Should not the
prudent owner also think about the profit and say that he will fill the fire extinguisher at
next port. Maybe, maybe not but again it will have to be decided in each individual case.
The implied obligation is absolute and irrespective of fault, the owner will be
liable. Most certainly the ISM Code will help the shipowner to provide a seaworthy
vessel.
6.2.2.1 Insurance
6.2.2.1.1 Voyage policy
The ISM Code is surely a help to insurers. They will have a much easier job to fix
an appropriate premium since assessing the risk can be done with all the records of the
SMS. They will know in what shape the vessel is and if needed they can add terms of
requirements such as the vessel is not allowed under the insurance contract to sail in
certain conditions the vessel is not likely to manage. Or if the vessel is anyway sailing in
such conditions, the underwriters can set an appropriate premium to weigh up the risk
with this particular vessel. It is in the interest of the vessel to reveal and have an up to
date accurate SMS that shows the prevailing state of the vessel since an unseaworthy
vessel represents a completely different risk from that presented to the underwriter. In
that case as said before, the underwriter does not have to pay!
6.2.2.1.2 Time policy
Under a time policy there is no warranty of seaworthiness. Nevertheless, if the
vessel is unseaworthy with the privity of the owner then the insurer is not liable for any
loss attributable to the unseaworthiness. The ISM Code through the designated person
and section 9 will many times make the shipowner privy. Immediately anything is
discovered by the crew or by the internal audits it should be reported according to the
procedures required in section 9.1. The moment this is done there is reason to say that
from then on the owner is privy.
With a perfectly working SMS the vessel is most likely to be reasonably fit in all
respects to encounter the ordinary perils of the seas of the adventure insured. Still there
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will be cases where there, at the commencement of the voyage, is unseaworthiness of
which the senior management genuinely has no knowledge. Maybe “the system
procedures are not properly applied by individuals, or simply do not work in practice as
effectively as was intended on paper. These are not cases in which the insurer should be
reciting to his client section 39(5) of the Marine Insurance Act.”125 The owner should
know but doesn’t and the authorities must investigate why he never knew about the non-
conformity. If the shipowner does not know (whether innocently or negligently) that his
ship is in an unseaworthy condition “the insurer still has to respond”.126 But if a
shipowner has reason to suspect that the condition of his vessel may be poor and turns ‘a
blind eye’ and deliberately avoids finding this out for certain, the insurer will be released
from any obligation to reimburse the owner in respect of any loss caused by
unseaworthiness.127. It will probably in practice be really difficult to know what the real
situation was but with the aid of the SMS it might be easier to find the truth.
6.2.2.2 Hague-Visby rules (Hague rules)
As said before, the absolute requirement to provide a seaworthy vessel is here
changed for a ‘due diligence’ requirement which is considered easier to fulfil. In many
cases, non-conformity will amount to unseaworthiness. It is most likely that a shipowner
will have a hard time to successfully argue that due diligence had been exercised to make
the vessel seaworthy before or at the commencement of the voyage if there is records
showing non-conformities which had not been treated effective with corrective action.
The Code is raising the benchmark of what constitutes due diligence.
In the past many cases of poor management and vessels in poor condition, were
not discovered before an accident or collision. Only after the accident or collision it was
determined that the vessel was unseaworthy at the commencement of the voyage. After
the 1st July the owners are forced to maintain and care for their vessels, crew and
environment much more actively and also put this in documents which are to be kept – at
all time. It has become both easier and more difficult to show due diligence. A prudent
shipowner will have a big advantage when he can show evidence of an effective
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management system, whilst a shipowner with a questionable management system will
probably be placed at a disadvantage in proving that he showed due diligence. For
example, the ISM Code emphasises on on-going exercises and requires the Company to
establish programmes for drills and exercises to prepare for emergency situations. “A
shipowner who fails to ensure that such preparations take place may have difficulty in
establishing the exercise of due diligence should a crew member prove to be incompetent
in an emergency”.128
A working SMS will prevent many of the causes that made a vessel unseaworthy
in the past.
 2Q,QVXUDQFH
A number of commentators seem to fear that the implications of the Code will
overturn much of what is considered the established maritime law regime. They argue
that many underwriters will deny numerous insurance claims the support on grounds of
“breach of the duty of utmost good faith, non-disclosure, misrepresentation and proof of
want of due diligence”.129 A shipowner that runs a nice vessel fully compliant and
therefore very few incidents will probably lower his insurance premiums. For a non-
compliant shipowner the cost of insurance probably will go up, that is if there is any to
obtain. Serious underwriters must show their good intentions and require SMC from the
potential customer, to keep their reputation. In addition, “legal advice suggests that an
insurer who knowingly insures a non-compliant ship is himself committing an illegal
act”.130 A underwriter that sell insurance to non-compliant shipowners risk being out-
frozen by the industry and former faithful customers will perhaps turn to other
companies. It is a fact that many underwriters have indicated that ISM is a pre-condition
of coverage.131 If a fully compliant vessel collide with a non-compliant vessel and it is
decided that it was the non-compliant vessel that is to be blamed for all fault and
negligence. The compliant vessel will get his claim indemnified but then there is a risk
that his underwriter wont get any money from the other, non-compliant, vessel since
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there probably was a requirement that the vessel had to be compliant to be indemnified
by her underwriter. This situation might as well happen when it comes to P&I coverage.
 2Q3	,FRYHUDJH
 Most P&I clubs have taken standpoints in regard to coverage of non-compliant
Companies. For example SKULD has declared that “1RQFRPSOLDQFH ZLWK WKH &RGH ZLOO
KDYH VHYHUH FRQVHTXHQFHV IRU0HPEHUV ERWK ZLWK UHJDUG WR WKHLU VKLSV¶ WUDGLQJ SDWWHUQV DQG
WKHLULQVXUDQFHFRYHU”.132 This is a common comment in different circulars to the members
of the P&I club’s. Latter in the SKULD circular it is stated; “ZKHQHYHU WKH $VVRFLDWLRQ
EHFRPHV DZDUH RI D 0HPEHU QRW FRPSO\LQJ ZLWK WKH ,60 &HUWLILFDWLRQ 5HTXLUHPHQWV WKH
$VVRFLDWLRQZLOORQLPPHGLDWHQRWLFHWHUPLQDWHWKHHQWU\RIDQ\YHVVHOZKLFKUHTXLUHV,60&RGH
FHUWLILFDWHV DV DQ DVVXPSWLRQ RI YDOLG &ODVV DQG RWKHUZLVH RQ  GD\V¶ QRWLFH”. North of
England P&I Association Ltd. requires all members asking the Club to put up security “WR
SURYLGHWKH0DQDJHUVZLWKDFRS\RIDYDOLG60&EHIRUHWKH0DQDJHUVZLOOFRQVLGHUZKHWKHUWR
H[HUFLVH WKHLU GLVFUHWLRQ WR SURYLGH &OXE VHFXULW\ IRU YHVVHOV UHTXLUHG WR KDYH ,60
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ”.133 Many P&I club’s also urges its Charterer Members when entering into
a charter party to ensure that it contain a clause warranting Owners’ operation of a SMS
in compliance with the ISM Code.
 ’HWHQWLRQDQGUHIXVHGDFFHVVWRSRUW
Many Port States in the U.S. and Western Europe have been very definite in
saying that vessels not in compliance will not be let into their ports and will be turned
away. A vessel will be detained if it does not have or have the right compliance
documentation. “Port State Control may inspect a ship, note existence of SMC but that
the ship is not operating in compliance with the safety and or pollution prevention
requirements of the ISM Code and detain the ship. Usually in such circumstances the flag
is alerted and if deficiencies warrant the SMC is removed by the flag and the ship is
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required to be re-audited”.134 No need to mention that this will take longer time than what
any owner can afford and the plain fact that the owner risk detention and re-certification
should make him do anything he can to comply with the Code. No shippers will risk a
delay and probably won’t send their cargoes on such ships. It is the responsibility of the
flag states to see to that it stays like this to prevent trade with a non-complying vessel and
to remove DOC and SMC from a shipowner and vessel if necessary. A very useful tool to
see that the ISM Code is correctly implemented and followed is the Port State Control.
As long they are given necessary means and support they will be one of the best ways for
the shipping industry to have a much safer and cleaner environment. Hopefully it wont be
to many detentions or entry denials carried out by the Port State Control on the grounds
of non-compliance. Until 23 December the U.S. Coast Guard had only detained 3
vessels.135
 &RQFOXVLRQ
Upon the high seas and in harbours, in the world of shipping, there will always be
accidents. The new ISM Code can not stop all incidents but perhaps limit the numbers of
them to a minimum. There will always be incidents that could not have been prevented,
even with the best of will and all the Safety Management Systems. Yet hopefully there
will be plenty of incidents for each shipowner that won’t happen because of the tailor
made SMS he is using.
It will be a period during which the ships should be allowed to try out their SMS.
Surely some shipowners will do fundamental faults or misjudge their situation. They
should be encouraged to create a better system for perfection in their safety and
environmental thinking and not be pushed back.
ISM is not about compliance with the aim of obtaining certification. It is about
compliance with a simple, logical and wholly uncompromising concept, based on quality
assurance principles. Remember that the objective of the Code is to ensure safety at sea,
prevention of human injury or loss of life, and avoidance of damage to environment and
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property. It’s a safety-culture where safety is raised to the highest priority, safety of lives
and environment.
The ISM Code will change the shipowners well-established possibility to blame
his crew for negligence and make him responsible to a larger extent concerning his
vessels. On the other hand it will help him discover bad routines and weaknesses on his
vessels and give him a chance to correct them before an incident happens. It is a tool for
the shipowner to show his good intentions and prudence as well as a tool for a lawyer’s
litigation. A shipowner that chooses to not comply with the Code will be out of business
permanently and if he complies poorly he will have a hard time running his business.
The ISM Code will have a significant effect on the possibility for shipowners to
limit their liability since it will give the shipowner much more privity or knowledge and
more often put him at fault. At least when it comes to the 1957 convention and the 1851
liability act.
The ISM Code will have a significant effect on seaworthiness since it will clearly
take away many situations that earlier made a vessel unseaworthy. The Code makes all
shipowners that fully comply with it to ordinary, careful and prudent shipowners and as
such they don’t put a vessel to sea in an unseaworthy condition because if they do they
are no longer prudent.
The ISM Code will have a significant effect on insurance market since it will help
the underwriters to better evaluate the risk and through this be able to put a correct price.
The shipowner wants to have as low premiums as possible and a vessel with a working
SMS and few incidents will probably lower his premiums. A good incentive to be able to
pay for the inevitable costs that the Code brings by lowering your insurance costs. Also
for the underwriters it is better with a working ISM since they will probably have less
claims to indemnify. At the end of the day this will lead to safer and cleaner environment
and that lives are spared.
The ISM Code will have a significant effect on P&I cover for mostly the same
reasons as for insurance. P&I clubs are shipowners who have gathered to help each other.
Since a shipowner needs his P&I club and almost all clubs for sure has it as a requirement
that the vessel is compliant with the Code, then there will be very few vessels non
compliant and those who are will have a hard time out in the cold.
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Having been a market where information was a great deal secrets the maritime
industry now has become a transparent market where information can be used both to
protect shipowners and give him privileges, but also to attack him in litigation and to take
away his privileges. Some authors are worried about this, but don’t forget that perhaps
the only way to make the shipowners to work for maritime safety and the protection of
marine environment is to reveal this kind of information to force dishonest shipowners
out of the market.
How effective the ISM Code is will probably emerge over several years but one
thing is clear and that is that the Code will contribute towards increased care for safety
and environment.
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 $QQH[
The International Safety Management (ISM) Code
$QQH[WR,02$VVHPEO\5HVROXWLRQ$–
3UHDPEOH
1.The purpose of this Code is to provide an international standard for the safe management
and operation of ships and for pollution prevention.
2.The Assembly adopted resolution A.443(XI) by which it invited all Governments to take the
necessary steps to safeguard the shipmaster in the proper discharge of his responsibilities with
regard to maritime safety and the protection of the marine environment.
3.The Assembly also adopted resolution A.680(17) by which it further recognized the need for
appropriate organization of management to enable it to respond to the need of those on board
ships to achieve and maintain high standards of safety and environmental protection.
4.Recognizing that no two shipping companies or shipowners are the same, and that ships
operate under a wide range of different conditions, the Code is based on general principles and
objectives.
5.The Code is expressed in broad terms so that it can have a widespread application. Clearly,
different levels of management, whether shore-based or at sea, will require varying levels of
knowledge and awareness of the items outlined.
6.The cornerstone of good safety management is commitment from the top. In matters of safety
and pollution prevention it is the commitment, competence, attitudes and motivation of
individuals at all levels that determines the end result.
*(1(5$/
’HILQLWLRQV
1.1.1 "International Safety Management (ISM) Code" means the International Management Code
for the Safe Operation of Ships and for Pollution Prevention as adopted by the Assembly, as may
be amended by the Organization.
1.1.2 "Company" means the Owner of the ship or any other organization or person such as the
Manager, or the Bareboat Charterer, who has assumed the responsibility for operation of the ship
from the Shipowner and who on assuming such responsibility has agreed to take over all the
duties and responsibility imposed by the Code.
1.1.3 "Administration" means the Government of the State whose flag the ship is entitled to fly.
2EMHFWLYHV
1.2.1 The objectives of the Code are to ensure safety at sea, prevention of human injury or loss of
life, and avoidance of damage to the environment, in particular, to the marine environment, and to
property.
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1.2.2 Safety management objectives of the Company should, inter alia:
1) provide for safe practices in ship operation and a safe working environment;
2) establish safeguards against all identified risks; and
3) continuously improve safety management skills of personnel ashore and aboard ships,
including preparing for emergencies related both to safety and environmental protection.
1.2.3 The safety and management system should ensure:
1) compliance with mandatory rules and regulations; and
2) that applicable codes, guidelines and standards recommended by the Organization,
Administrations, classification societies and maritime industry organizations are taken
into account.
$SSOLFDWLRQ
The requirements of this Code may be applied to all ships.
)XQFWLRQDOUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUD6DIHW\0DQDJHPHQW6\VWHP606
Every Company should develop, implement and maintain a Safety Management System (SMS)
which includes the following functional requirements:
1) a safety and environmental protection policy;
2) instructions and procedures to ensure safe operation of ships and protection of the
environment in compliance with relevant international and flag State legislation;
3) defined levels of authority and lines of communication between, and amongst, shore and
shipboard personnel;
4) procedures for reporting accidents and non-conformities with the provisions of this Code;
5) procedures to prepare for and respond to emergency situations; and
6) procedures for internal audits and management reviews.
6$)(7<$1’(19,5210(17$/3527(&7,2132/,&<
2.1 The Company should establish a safety and environmental protection policy which
describes how the objectives, given in paragraph 1.2, will be achieved.
2.2 The Company should ensure that the policy is implemented and maintained at all levels of
the organization both ship based as well as shore based.
&203$1<5(63216,%,/,7,(6$1’$87+25,7<
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3.1 If the entity who is responsible for the operation of the ship is other than the owner, the
owner must report the full name and details of such entity to the Administration.
3.2 The Company should define and document the responsibility, authority and interrelation of
all personnel who manage, perform and verify work relating to and affecting safety and
pollution prevention.
3.3 The Company is responsible for ensuring that adequate resources and shore based
support are provided to enable the designated person or persons to carry out their functions.
’(6,*1$7(’3(56216
To ensure the safe operation of each ship and to provide a link between the company and those
on board, every company, as appropriate, should designate a person or persons ashore having
direct access to the highest level of management. The responsibility and authority of the
designated person or persons should include monitoring the safety and pollution prevention
aspects of the operation of each ship and to ensure that adequate resources and shore based
support are applied, as required.
0$67(5
65(63216,%,/,7<$1’$87+25,7<
5.1 The Company should clearly define and document the master’s responsibility with regard
to:
1) implementing the safety and environmental protection policy of the Company;
2) motivating the crew in the observation of that policy;
3) issuing appropriate orders and instructions in a clear and simple manner;
4) verifying that specified requirements are observed; and
5) reviewing the SMS and reporting its deficiencies to the shore based management.
5.2 The Company should ensure that the SMS operating on board the ship contains a clear
statement emphasizing the Master’s authority. The Company should establish in the SMS
that the master has the overriding authority and the responsibility to make decisions with
respect to safety and pollution prevention and to request the Company’s assistance as may
be necessary.
5(6285&(6$1’3(56211(/
     6.1 The Company should ensure that the master is:
1) properly qualified for command;
2) fully conversant with the Company’s SMS; and
3) given the necessary support so that the Master’s duties can be safely performed.
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6.2 The Company should ensure that each ship is manned with qualified, certificated and
medically fit seafarers in accordance with national and international requirements.
6.3 The Company should establish procedures to ensure that new personnel and personnel
transferred to new assignments related to safety and protection of the environment are given
proper familiarization with their duties. Instructions which are essential to be provided prior to
sailing should be identified, documented and given.
6.4 The Company should ensure that all personnel involved in the Company’s SMS have an
adequate understanding of relevant rules, regulations, codes and guidelines.
6.5 The Company should establish and maintain procedures for identifying any training which
may be required in support of the SMS and ensure that such training is provided for all
personnel concerned.
6.6 The Company should establish procedures by which the ship’s personnel receive relevant
information on the SMS in a working language or languages understood by them.
6.7 The Company should ensure that the ship’s personnel are able to communicate effectively
in the execution of their duties related to the SMS.
’(9(/230(172)3/$16)256+,3%2$5’23(5$7,216
The Company should establish procedures for the preparation of plans and instructions for
key shipboard operations concerning the safety of the ship and the prevention of pollution.
The various tasks involved should be defined and assigned to qualified personnel.
(0(5*(1&<35(3$5(’1(66
8.1 The Company should establish procedures to identify, describe and respond to
potential emergency shipboard situations.
8.2 The Company should establish programmes for drills and exercises to prepare for
emergency actions.
8.3 The SMS should provide for measures ensuring that the Company’s organization can
respond at any time to hazards, accidents and emergency situations involving its ships.
5(32576$1’$1$/<6,62)121&21)250,7,(6$&&,’(176$1’+$=$5’286
2&&855(1&(6
9.1 The SMS should include procedures ensuring that non-conformities, accidents and
hazardous situations are reported to the Company, investigated and analyzed with the
objective of improving safety and pollution prevention.
9.2 The Company should establish procedures for the implementation of corrective action.
0$,17(1$1&(2)7+(6+,3$1’(48,30(17
10.1 The Company should establish procedures to ensure that the ship is maintained in
conformity with the provisions of the relevant rules and regulations and with any additional
requirements which may be established by the Company.
10.2 In meeting these requirements the Company should ensure that:
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1) inspections are held at appropriate intervals;
2) any non-conformity is reported with its possible cause, if known;
3) appropriate corrective action is taken; and
4) records of these activities are maintained.
10.3 The Company should establish procedures in SMS to identify equipment and
technical systems the sudden operational failure of which may result in hazardous
situations. The SMS should provide for specific measures aimed at promoting the reliability
of such equipment or systems. These measures should include the regular testing of
stand-by arrangements and equipment or technical systems that are not in continuous use.
10.4 The inspections mentioned in 10.2 as well as the measures referred to 10.3 should be
integrated in the ship’s operational maintenance routine.
’2&80(17$7,21
11.1 The Company should establish and maintain procedures to control all documents and
data which are relevant to the SMS.
         11.2 The Company should ensure that:
1) valid documents are available at all relevant locations;
2) changes to documents are reviewed and approved by authorized personnel; and
3) obsolete documents are promptly removed.
11.3 The documents used to describe and implement the SMS may be referred to as the
"Safety Management Manual". Documentation should be kept in a form that the Company
considers most effective. Each ship should carry on board all documentation relevant to
that ship.
&203$1<9(5,),&$7,215(9,(:$1’(9$/8$7,21
12.1 The Company should carry out internal safety audits to verify whether safety and
pollution prevention activities comply with the SMS.
12.2 The Company should periodically evaluate the efficiency and when needed review the
SMS in accordance with procedures established by the Company.
12.3 The audits and possible corrective actions should be carried out in accordance with
documented procedures.
12.4 Personnel carrying out audits should be independent of the areas being audited
unless this is impracticable due to the size and the nature of the Company.
12.5 The results of the audits and reviews should be brought to the attention of all
personnel having responsibility in the area involved.
12.6 The management personnel responsible for the area involved should take timely
corrective action on deficiencies found.
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&(57,),&$7,219(5,),&$7,21$1’&21752/
13.1 The ship should be operated by a Company which is issued a document of
compliance relevant to that ship.
13.2 A document of compliance should be issued for every Company complying with the
requirements of the ISM Code by the Administration, by an organization recognized by the
Administration or by the Government of the country, acting on behalf of the Administration
in which the Company has chosen to conduct its business. This document should be
accepted as evidence that the Company is capable of complying with the requirements of
the Code.
13.3 A copy of such a document should be placed on board in order that the Master, if so
asked, may produce it for the verification of the Administration or organizations recognized
by it.
13.4 A Certificate, called a Safety Management Certificate, should be issued to a ship by
the Administration or organization recognized by the Administration. The Administration
should, when issuing a certificate, verify that the Company and its shipboard management
operate in accordance with the approved SMS.
13.5 The Administration or an organization recognized by the Administration should
periodically verify the proper functioning of the ship’s SMS as approved.
